
A REPORT ON THE ITALIAN REVOLUTIONS OF 1848

The Revolutions in the Italian states, part of the wider Revolutions of in Europe, were organized revolts in the states of
the Italian peninsula and Sicily, .

Sicilian interests frequently touted a younger son of Charles Albert as being a possible candidate for
succession to the throne. Mazzini's philosophy actually spread beyond Italia to become a wider "Young
Europe" movement with several "national" branches after  These protests were welcomed and supported by
many in the Italian Peninsula. Metternich regarded the establishment of an Austrian hegemony of influence
over the affairs of the Italian peninsula as having been a major diplomatic victory achieved at the Congress of
Vienna that was held in after Napoleon Bonaparte was seen to have been defeated. A Unifying Drive The
prosperous state of Piedmont-Sardinia, which featured a more modern, liberal government compared to other
Italian states of the time, served as an early driving force for unification in Italy. What is going on in my rear I
just do not know. Parma and Modena had already witnessed events where local interests had repudiated
historically established ruling houses and also now sought to place themselves under Charles Albert's
sovereignty. Sicily meanwhile, separated from the peninsula by the Straits of Messina, was enabled by British
naval interventions during those times, to function independently and featured governance under a locally
operative and somewhat liberal constitution of  All in all then, although the Carbonari and Young Italy
movements had relatively few active supporters, the Habsburg administration in Lombardy and Venetia, and
the administrations in several Italian states acted to closely supervise intellectual and political life with a view
to lessening, through the imprisonment or exile of the supporters of liberal, constitutional or nationalist
movements, their potential for attempting to openly seek dramatic changes in the ways in which the Italian
States were governed. The wider "Young Europe" movement held that peoples were to help each other in
developing their own national life after their own fashion, and to respect "each other's national claims as they
claimed respect for their own". King Charles Albert of Piedmont-Sardinia also offered public criticisms.
Divided, dismembered, and oppressed, they have neither name nor country. This lack of a central, unifying
drive may partially account for the revolution's failure -- Italy would not ultimately complete its unification
until  They have seen free men visit their country, and declare it the land of the dead. Prior to his demise in the
previous Pope, Gregory XVI, backed by a sure reliance on Prince Metternich's Austria for support, had been
responsible for establishing a pervasively repressive administration where spies and informers could ensure
that liberals, nationalists, and intellectuals, were often harassed and routinely subjected to punishments that
were not actually within the laws. During the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic era Naples had often been
under French control and even spent time under the sovereignty of a Bonaparte, brother to Napoleon, and was
at another time placed under the sovereignty of Murat, a former Napoleonic field marshal. This rapid collapse
of Habsburg rule in Lombardy- Venetia inspired a national crusade against the Austrians. On the 20th of April,
Durando crossed the Po at the request of the Charles Albert, carrying the papal banner beyond the confines of
the present Papal States without approval from the Papal authorities. On 12th January there was a rising in
Palermo on the island of Sicily, then a notably populous city, and a principal seaport, against the absolutist
King Ferdinand with outcomes including a Sicilian declaration of independence and the awardance, by King
Ferdinand, of such concessions as a Constitution, freedom of the press, and the formation of a citizen national
guard to Naples on the 29th of January. By late May, , the Piedmontese-Sardinians had assumed control of
Milan and during April, May, and into June, Lombardy, Parma, Modena, and the Venetian mainland had all
separately voted for their respective sovereignties being awarded to Charles Albert King of Piedmont-Sardinia
in the hope of securing military aid. But if, notwithstanding, there are not wanting among our subjects those
who allow themselves to be carried away by the example of the rest of the Italians, in what manner could We
possibly curb their ardor? Pope Pius IX was familiar with the content of this publication that favoured the
formation of a league of Italian rulers under the political and moral authority of the Papacy. Pellegrino Rossi's
position had been one of attempting to steer a conciliatory middle course between polarised clericals and
radicals and he had met his fate at the hands of radicals who objected to the relative conservatism of his
political outlook. Meanwhile, the Italian insurgents were encouraged when news of Prince Metternich
abdicating in Vienna spread out, but were unable to completely eradicate Radetsky's troops. This was seized
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upon by the nationalistically inclined who interpreted it as a blessing on Italian national aspirations. King
Ferdinand of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies also called his soldiers back and retired his troops. One source
has it that as the troops departing Rome had filed past him, on March 24, Pope Pius had actually blessed them,
but only as the defenders of the Papal territories against assailants. In Rome the minister Pellegrino Rossi, a
former member of the Carbonari who had promoted conciliatory policies after returning from exile in France ,
was assassinated on November 15,  Unauthorised patriotic pictures were widely published depicting the Pope
and with such things as swords, cannon and "Italian" flags being plainly evident in the background. The
synthesis of a very lively, supple and expressive unified Italian language had actually been a major goal of a
recently prominent literary figure named Alessandro Manzoni, who had helped to transform somewhat
unwieldy literary "Tuscan-Florentine" through the readability and popularity of his famous novel The
Betrothed, orig. However, they were interrupted by Charles Albert of Sardinia , the King of Sardinia , who had
by then taken the forefront of the attack, and had launched an attack against the Quadrilateral. Other rulers in
the Italian peninsula, whilst caught up by the nationalistic enthusiasms of the spring of , were understandably
unwilling to see Piedmont-Sardinia aggrandised as a result of the on-going turmoil. After the Austrians moved
to secure several strategic points outside the Citadel "to protect their men from insult" Pope Pius personally
protested to the European powers.


